
indyreads training
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Presentation Notes
IntroductionIf you are delivering the training to staff:welcome the participants and introduce yourselflet the participants know about any housekeeping required – tea break, timing etcThe purpose of this training is to introduce you to indyreads so you can then promote it your library patrons. Indyreads is very easy to use, so this is not a technical “how to” training guide, although it does include a couple of hands-on exercises so you can see how to use it. You will look at:the diverse content available on indyreadswhy to use and promote indyreads changes in the publishing landscape where to get helpthe future



What is 
indyreads?

An eContent management platform that:

• currently has 10,000 titles – 9,200 eBooks and 800 
eAudio titles …. growing all the time

• is able to host ePubs, PDF, MP3 (audio/music etc) & 
MP4 (video)

• allows for statewide collections and library specific 
collections

• provides great user experience for library patrons, 
can be integrated into the catalogue and is 
accessible via PC, mobile devices and eReaders

Platform piloted in 2016/17 at Leichhardt and 
Parramatta Libraries
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What is indyreads?Indyreads is a local eContent management platform. It currently has over 10,000 titles – over 9,300 eBooks and 800 eAudio titles  - and this is growing all the time. It is able to host ePubs, PDF, MP3 (audio/music etc) & MP4 (video).It allows for statewide collections and library specific collections.It provides great user experience for library patrons, can be integrated into the catalogue and is accessible via PC, mobile devices and eReaders.Indyreads is hosted by ODILO, a company based in Spain. Ross Balharrie from nsw.net at the State Library works very closely with ODILO to ensure the platform meets our needs in NSW. The server hosting indyreads is located in Sydney.Indyreads was piloted in 2016/17 at Leichhardt and Parramatta Libraries. It is now being rolled out to the NSW public library network.



Why use indyreads?
Australian content
Independent Australian and international publishers
Languages other than English
Award winners, eg Nobel, Man Booker, Miles Franklin, Pulitzer prizes
Classic fiction, modern classics, new editions of classics
CSIRO titles
Library professional publications
Local studies
Self-published material
Perpetual access
FREE
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Presentation Notes
Why use indyreads?All libraries already have ebook platforms which work well for library users. So why would libraries use indyreads? What sets it apart from the existing platforms?As well as the usual types of books available on eBook platforms, the types of content you can find on indyreads includes:Australian contentmaterial from small to medium independent Australian and international publishers – rather than just books from the “Big 5” (more about this in the next slide)material in languages other than English award winners, eg Nobel, Man Booker, Miles Franklin, Pulitzer prizesclassic fiction, modern classics, new editions of classicsa collection of science books published by the CSIROa large collection of library professional publications – these are useful for your professional developmentdigitised material from public library local studies collections & local historical societies (digitised historical works such as journals and manuscripts and oral histories)a curated selection of the best examples of self-published titles – (more about this in the slides below).Indyreads aims to complement libraries’ existing print and eContent collections.A large majority of the content is purchased as perpetual access, so the titles aren’t going to disappear after a year or 2.And of course a very big advantage for public libraries – it’s totally free.



Change in publishing 
landscape

Big 5 - Hachette, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin 
Random House, Simon & Schuster  - sales declining

Independent publisher sales booming

Genre fiction readers have embraced eBooks

90% of romance sales and 75% of sci-fi sales are in 
digital format

32% of bestsellers on Amazon are self-published
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So why do we want material from small or independent publishers? And why would we want self-published material?A primary aim of indyreads is to ensure that public libraries can continue to offer their clients a diverse collection of quality Australian and overseas published works.The publishing industry has been radically changed by the impact of technology over the past two decades. Traditional legacy publishers – the “Big 5” publishers Hachette, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin Random House and Simon & Schuster - are no longer the gatekeepers for publishing and distribution. Research undertaken by Macquarie University and Melbourne University indicates that Australian genre fiction is shifting from traditional publishers to independent publishers and self publishing. Australian academic Emmett Stinson noted that the publishing of Australian literary fiction & poetry has moved from large traditional publishing houses to small Australian independent publishers.Now, a small independent publisher or self published author can easily publish and distribute works globally, in both print and digital formats.  Independent sales are booming whilst traditional legacy publisher sales are declining.  Also the way people want to read have changed. Genre fiction readers have embraced eBooks, with 90% of romance sales and 75% of sci fi and fantasy sales in digital format. These statistics are from a US data analyst who went under the name of Data Guy (his real name is Paul Abbassi). His statistics were contentious at the time, but have since been accepted by the industry. Citation: Abbassi, Paul. Authors Earnings Report, 2017.We live in a time where self published books are shortlisted for literary prizes and frequently appear in best seller lists, and where small press books dominated the shortlist of the recent Man Booker prize.It’s hard to find statistics as legacy industry sales figures do not capture sales data from Amazon published titles, self-published sales and miss many smaller publishers and as such we are somewhat in the dark with regards to exactly what is happening in the publishing industry. What we do know, is that 32% of the titles on Amazon’s bestsellers list are self published. We also know that the 80 million users of Wattpad, a self publishing platform, spend 22 billion hours a month reading self published titles.  Indyreads aims to ensure that this content, which is not necessarily distributed through traditional library suppliers, is available to readers via their local public library. 



https://electricliterature.com/11-books-that-prove-theres-nothing-wrong-with-self-publishing/
https://curiosityneverkilledthewriter.com/10-bestsellers-that-began-as-self-published-books-1c288784ba21
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What do you think about self published material? If your initial response is negative, here are some books to think about:Still AliceNew York Times best selling novelist and neuroscientist Lisa Genova wrote Still Alice in 2007. Self-published with iUniverse’s print-on-demand service, Genova sold copies out of the boot of her car for about two years until it was picked by Simon & Schuster. It has since sold over 2.6 million copies in print in over 30 languages and has been made into a film . The MartianThe film The Martian starring Matt Damon was based on a series of self-published chapters on author Andy Weir’s blog. He then put it on Amazon, where it topped Amazon’s bestselling list of science fiction.Fifty shades of greyNo matter what you think about the quality, self-published Fifty shades of grey was a huge best seller.Eragon – book one of the Inheritance CycleInheritance Cycle is a young adult fantasy series written by Christopher Paolini, who began writing it at the age of 15. After initially being self published, it was re-published by Knopf and the series has sold 33.5 million copies worldwide.The tale of Peter RabbitAnd back to the past, The Tale of Peter Rabbit, was originally self-published by Beatrix Potter in 1901. And you can find many more examples in these two articles:https://electricliterature.com/11-books-that-prove-theres-nothing-wrong-with-self-publishing/https://curiosityneverkilledthewriter.com/10-bestsellers-that-began-as-self-published-books-1c288784ba21So we can no longer say self published equals bad! (If we ever could.)Note that of course not every self-published work is available on indyreads. Titles are selected from the Smashwords website, a free ebook publishing and distribution platform. Books are chosen by cross referencing the best selling titles on Smashwords with book reviews on Goodreads.Indyreads allows public libraries to delivery self published works to their communities, works which have not previously been available from libraries.



Time to exercise
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It’s now time for you to do some hands on exercises using indyreads.The following demonstration and exercises are based on the app version for smartphones and tablets. You can also use the browser version, however some of the functionality is slightly different.Before we start, there are a few things to note.First, if you click on Catalog on the bottom left of the screen, this takes you to the home page.On this page you see collections arranged into carousels, eg Australian Independent Australian Publishers, Australian Authors, Audio Books, CSIRO etc. These are a quick and easy way to find content and a great place to start, but note that not every book in these categories is listed. There is a limit to the number of books that can be displayed in the carousel.Although most people will simply browse the carousels, I just want to point out a few thing about the search facility.Click on search – here you can browse the available topics, enter search terms, and use filters.Give the following examples – participants can do the searches on their own devices or iPads or follow the demonstration (if possible).Go to searchClick on Fiction & related items You get over 4000 resultsYou can use the filters to narrow your search result - click on the filter sign – the circle on the right of the screenSelect your filter – we are going to choose the topic fiction/historical – there are 150 items Once the spinner has stopped spinning, use the back key to go back – the 150 results will be displayed.Go to searchType in a search term at the top of the screen – we are going to use the term ‘war’You get 1150 resultsClick on the filter sign Select your filter – we are going to choose the format Audiobook – there are 104 items Once the spinner has stopped spinning, use the back key to go back – the 104 results will be displayed.Note – sometimes the filters display in Spanish rather than English. This can be fixed by going into Settings, clicking on Language and selecting English.



1. Choose any book from the Available Now carousel
2. Add the book to your list of favourites
3. Borrow the book
4. Open the book
5. Change the font to make the text bigger or smaller
6. Return the book
7. Remove the book from your list of favourites

Exercise 1 – Speed reading
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We’ll start with a very quick exercise so you can get your hands on indyreads. People can work in pairs or individuals.Choose any book from the Available Now carousel, then Add the book to your list of favouritesBorrow the bookOpen the bookChange the font to make the text bigger or smallerReturn the bookRemove the book from your list of favourites



Exercise 2 – Collection highlights

Explore one of these topics and share your findings with the group 

Carousels

1. Australian authors

2. Audio books

3. CSIRO

Search

1. Self-published books – search for 
Smashwords

2. Professional development books – search 
for ALA Editions and ALA Neal-Schuman

Explore

1. Explore the local history carousels, eg
Leichhardt Historical Journal

2. Books in languages other than English –
explore the Spanish and Chinese 
carousels
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In this exercise, we are going to look at some of the collection highlights, exploring:Australian authorsAudio booksCSIRO titlesSelf-published books Professional development booksLocal history Books in languages other than EnglishWe just want you to see the wide range of material available on indyreads.If you are working through these notes by yourself, explore each of the topics.If you are delivering training to a group, divide the participants into smaller groups. Ask each group to explore one of the topics and share an interesting book they found.



Some FAQs

21 days loan period
No limits on the number of reservations 
indyreads can be deeply integrated into library 
catalogues
Once a title has five holds a new copy will be 
purchased
Statistics are available

sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services/services/indyreads/indyreads-frequently-asked-questions
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You can find answers to frequently asked questions on the State Library PLS website at:https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services/services/indyreads/indyreads-frequently-asked-questionsTo answer some common questions that have come up in these training sessions:The item loan period is 21 daysThere are no limits on the number of reservations a user can placeindyreads can be deeply integrated into library cataloguesOnce a title has five holds a new copy will be purchasedBasic statistics (loan, download, borrower and title) can be obtained by the designated administrator at each library.



Getting help

State Library PLS pages
www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services/services/indyreads

NSW.net website
www.nswnet.net - go to the Indyreads overview and FAQs

Odilo help
Available on desktop and mobile versions

Or contact us:
www.nswnet.net/feedback/contact-us
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Where can you get help using indyreads?You can find help at:State Library PLS pages – general information about the project, FAQs and promotional materialNSW.net website - overview and FAQsOdilo help - available on desktop and mobile versionsIf you have any questions you can’t find an answer to, contact the State Library using the NSW.net contact form.



Promotion

www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services/indyreads-promotional-material
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As with any new service or product, it’s important to promote indyreads to your library patrons.You can find and order indyreads promotional material – bookmarks, banner, poster - at:https://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/public-library-services/indyreads-promotional-materialYou should also add a link on your website – the SL promotions page has a variety of logos to choose from and you can also find the words to use to promote indyreads on your website. This is an example from Shorelink libraries – Mosman, North Sydney and Lane Cove libraries.We also have digital signage available and a media pack with images and words that can be used on social media.



The future … 
Phase 2 - local studies, 2021

Suitable content for indyreads Not suitable

Oral histories and transcripts Images

Manuscripts Newspapers

Local historical society titles Maps

Video (mp3 and mp4)

Hosting and access Preservation of digital assets
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Where do we go from here?Indyreads can be used to host local studies collections. The pilot sites – Parramatta and Leichhardt – both added local history content. As you saw, Parramatta has added a collection of books and Leichhardt has added local studies books, the Leichhardt Historical Journal and an oral history collection.The pilot confirmed that the platform was specifically adept at providing access to oral histories and transcripts, manuscripts, journals, ephemera and even video content.As public libraries upload local studies material onto the indyreads platform, communities across the state will gain easy access to a statewide collection of important historical material.This is phase 2 of the project, and will start next year.



The future … 
Phase 3 –
community 
content, 2021
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Phase 3 will also be available from next year.In this phase, libraries will be able to source community content and add it to indyreads. One example could be that you are running a writing workshop or competition – the prize could be publication on indyreads.
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Presentation Notes
Just to sum up, indyreads is an easy to use platform which gives public library users access to lots of different types of content. It includes Australian content, independent Australian and international publishers, award winners, and self-published material. Much of the material is on perpetual access.Thank you for all your hard work! 
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